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Compiled with the help of teenagers, Stories for the Extreme Teen's Heart features true stories of

teens living committed lives for Christ. These inspiring selections show teens making a difference in

their families, schools, and world. Captivating stories with themes specific to teen interests instruct

by example, not preaching, while encouraging wise choices and a deeper walk with the Lord. This

wonderful resource will intrigue nonbelievers and move believers closer to God as they receive

affirmation of His presence.
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Inspirational

Alice Gray is an inspirational conference speaker and the creator and compiler of the bestselling

Stories for the Heart book series, with over 5 million in print. She and her husband, Al, live in

Arizona.

I used to read this book to my high school students. They loved it and so did I. The stories are

inspiring and definitely something that a struggling teen would latch onto and offer hope and

healing.

I personally think that this is book is very very life-changing!!! It's basically a collection of stories that

touch teens' heart. What makes it so good is that the stories are encourgaging, touching, sweet,

amazing, and realistic. I guess there's nothing too fancy about this book, but when you read it, the



message of each story will go directly into your heart. This book is awesome for teens, and I've

bought 5 of these already (4 for my friends)!!!!!

Great book. A must read!

I bought it for my teen daughter and she like it. She is a serious reader if she doesn't like a book she

won't even finish that.

Alice Gray tells fine stories, I got it for my son. I don't know if he has read it yet.

All of the stories in this book are incredible, and make you think, bring a tear to your eye, or both.

You're left with a deep-down warm feeling that is more than comforting -- it makes you want to go

out and do something nice for someone so you can keep that feeling going.I wrote one of the stories

(on pp. 61-62), and am humbled to have my story included in such a wonderful book with so many

brilliant authors. Thank you, Alice and the "Teen Team," for making that happen!Blessings, Sharon

Palmer

I was headed for some or most of these things. Being a teen my self i could relate to all of these

things and the feelings in the stories. These stories made me veiw things from a different side. Like

my parents i was having fights with them. I thought that they were against me fully. Well after readin

these stories i learned the hard way that my parents weren't against me they were with me and only

trying to protect me. If you are a teen and in trouble, have questions, or anything else i FULLY

recomend this book for you.

I was a member of the "Teen Team" that helped review this book before it was published, and many

of the stories made me cry. They are very inspiring... they encourage you to go out and stand for

what you believe in. The stories are very touching, and they're not too long, so you can read one or

two at a time. I recommend this book to all teenagers!!!
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